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An algorithm is developed which finds the point in a compact polyhedral set 
with smallest Euclidean norm. At each iteration the algorithm requires knowledge 
of only those vertices of the set which are adjacent to a current reference vertex. 
This feature is shown to permit the adoption of the technique to find iteratively 
the shortest subgradient (i.e. the direction of steepest ascent) of the lagrangian 
dual function for large scale linear programs. Procedures are presented for 
finding the direction of steepest ascent in both the equality constraint and the 
inequality constraint cases of lagrangian duality. 
The problem of finding the point in a polyhedral set with smallest Euclidean 
norm is a convex quadratic program with special interest because of the well- 
known result (see for example Demyanov [5], Wolfe [8], or Bazaraa and Goode [ 11) 
that the steepest ascent direction at any point in the domain of a piecewise-linear 
concave function is the shortest element of the (polyhedral) subgradient set at 
that point. If a method is available which finds the steepest ascent direction for 
such functions, the algorithm of Bazaraa, Goode and Rardin [2] will locate a 
global maximum in a finite number of steps. 
In this paper we first develop an iterative procedure which does find the 
shortest element of a compact polyhedral set and then demonstrate how it can be 
adapted to calculate the shortest subgradient directions for various lagrangian 
dual functions. 
1. DESCRIPTION OF THE ALGORITHM 
Our basic algorithm finds the point in a compact polyhedral set Y which has 
smallest Euclidean norm. Given a vertex ZI of Y and an estimate 5 of the shortest 
point in Y, the algorithm proceeds by determining a suitable adjacent vertex V’ 
of z, and then replaces 7, by the shortest convex combination 5’ of 5 and u’. Details 
of the procedure are as follows: 
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1s&zZization step. Let k = I and let 5, = or be a vertex of Y and go to the 
main step. 
M&n step. 1. Let C(Q) be the collection of vertices of Y adjacent to vk 
and vk+l E C(s) be determined as follows: 
<Tcvk+l = minimum{t;#,: vj E C(v,)>. 
If 1: kvk+l 2 11 6k iI2 stop; t-k is the shortest point in Y. Otherwise go to Step 2. 
2. Let &+r be the shortest convex combination of ck and vk+r . In parti- 
cular lk+r = h<, + (1 - h) vlc+r where /\ E [O, 1) is given by: 
vk+l k+l (V - 5,) if 
A = 11 vk+l - ck 11% 
vk+l(vk+l - <k) > O, 
=o otherwise. 
Replace k by k + 1 and go to Step 1. 
The algorithm is illustrated in Fig. 1. At each iteration only the vertices of Y 
adjacent to vk need to be examined and hence the computations could be 
arranged in a convenient tableau format. As the new reference vertex vk+r is 
determined, a single pivot updates the tableau and the shortest convex combina- 
tion of ck and vk+r produces &+r . 
I 
Origin 
FIG. 1. Illustration of the algorithm. 
2. CONVERGENCE OF THE ALGORITHM 
In this section we show that the foregoing algorithm converges to the shortest 
point in Y. Lemma 1 below shows that the cone with vertex v generated by 
vj - v for vj E C(v) contains Y. This fact will be utilized to justify the termina- 
tion criterion ck(Vk+r - lk) > 0. 
LEMMA 1. Let Y be a compact polyhedral set in E, , let v be a vertex of Y, and 
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let C(v) denote the vertices of Y adjacent to v. Then 5 E Y can be represented as: 
5 = v t- c X,(2$ - v), ?‘,EC(d 
xj >, 0 for each j. 
Proof. Without loss of generality suppose that Y = {y: Ay = 6, y > 0} 
where ,4 is an m x n matrix of rank m. Then v must be of the form [i] where 
& = B-lb 3 0 and B is an m x m submatrix of A of rank m (see for example 
Dantzig [4]). Without loss of generality suppose that the nondegeneracy assump- 
tion 6 > 0 holds and note that there exist n - m vertices adjacent to v. In 
particular vj is an adjacent vertex if and only if 
(1) 
where zj = B-laj , ej is a vector of zeros except for 1 at position i, and 01~ is 
given by: 
(2) 
Now let 5 E Y so that A< = b and 5 3 0. Decomposing A into [N, B] and 5 into 
I&,, and tB it follows that: 
From the above equation and Eq. (1) the representation of the lemma follows by 
letting hj = cj/aj . This completes the proof. 
THEOREM 1. At each iteration, the algorithm of Section 1 satisfies I&:(& - vk) 
= 0. Furthermore the algorithm stops at iteration k with & if and only if [,< is the 
shortest point in Y. 
Proof. Recall that {,, = XL&-i + (1 - A) V~ where X E [0, 1). If X = 0 then 
lk(& - vlc) = 0 holds trivially. By the choice of A, 5, is the shortest convex 
combination of &-r and v~. In particular if h f 0 then the derivative of 
I/ & + ~(5~~~ - T+)(~” with respect to ,.L vanishes at p = 0. This implies that 
&J&-i - vR) = 0 and since &-i - vk = (l/X) (&, - vk) it follows that: 
5,(5/c - v/c) = 0. (3) 
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Now suppose that the algorithm stopped at the end of iteration k with J& and let 
5 # ix: belong to Y. By Lemma 1 we must have: 
5- Vk = c A,(Vj - Ok,), a,tC(v*.) 
Aj 3 0 for eachj. 
From the above representation it follows that: 
&.(( - i,) = i&(5 - %) + tk(‘k - lk) 
By the termination criterion ck(vj - {,) > 0 for each zlj E C(Q). This together 
with Eqs. (3) and (4) implies that: 
tk(l - %k) 2 O. (5) 
Noting inequality (5) we get: 
1 5 ii2 = 11 k. 11’ + I/ 5 - 51, /I2 + 2tk(5 - 6,) > /I 6k li2. 
Thus I& is the shortest point in Y. Conversely suppose that 5, is the shortest 
point in Y. Then inequality (5) must hold for each 5 in Y (see for example 
Luenberger [7, p. 691). In particular inequality (5) holds for 5 = ZJ,,+~ . Thus 
6kvk+l 3 ~1 t-k /I2 which is the termination criterion of the algorithm. This 
completes the proof. 
The Algorithmic map 
The procedure of Section 1 could be fully described by the algorithmic 
map M: Y x V-t Y x V where I’ is the set of vertices of Y. Given (5, v) E 
Y x V then ([‘, ZI’) E M(<, v) means that: 
1. v’ E C(v) is determined according to: 
cv’ = minimum{l;vj: vj E C(v)} 
2. (‘=A[+(1 -A)v’where 
A=0 if v’(5 - v’) > 0 
v’(v’ - 5) 11 v’ - 5 112 if v’({ - v’) < 0 and <(v’ - 5) < 0 
=l if v’(l - v’) < 0 and t;(v’ - iJ 3 0. 
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THEOREM 2. Either the algorithm of Section 1 produces the shortest point <* 
in Y in aJinite number of steps OY it generates the infinite sequence {(& , v,J} where 
5k - 5*. 
Proof. By Theorem 1 if the algorithm stops at iteration K with ck then 
& = [*. Now suppose that the algorithm produces the infinite sequence 
((& , v~)}. Consider the solution set Q defined by: 
Q = ((5, u): u E V, 4 is the shortest point in Y}. 
By Zangwill’s convergence theorem (see Zangwill [9, p. 911) it follows that the 
limit of every convergent subsequence of {(& , z+J> belongs to Q provided that 
the following conditions hold: 
1. {(& , Q)} is contained in a compact set. 
2. There exists a continuous function 2 such that 
.a’, v’) < -WI, 4 
3. M is closed. 
if (l’, v’) E M([, v) and (5, v) $ Q. 
Since Y is compact then condition (1) holds. Condition (2) is satisfied by letting 
Z(<, u) = !I 1 112. To show (3) suppose that: 
(L-t 7 vt) E y x K (It , Vt) + (L-9 4, 
(5’t , v’t) E M(2;t > 4, (5’t , v’,) - (5’, 4. 
It suffices to show that (<‘, v’) E M(<, v). S ince there is only finite number of 
points in V then for t large enough vt = v and vlt = v’. Since 
&v’ = minimum(<,vj: vj E C(v)} 
for t large enough and since tt - 5 then 
{v’ = minimum{lvj: vj E C(v)}. (6) 
Since trt is the shortest convex combination of & and v’ and since <It ---f 5’ and 
& - 4 then 5’ is the shortest convex combination of 5 and v’. This together 
with equation (6) shows that (<‘, v’) E M(<, v) and hence M is closed. Therefore 
every convergent subsequence of ((& , v~)} h as its limit in Q. But since Y x V 
is compact and since the shortest point in Y is unique then the overall sequence 
(13 converges to <*, the shortest point in Y. This completes the proof. 
3. APPLICATION TO LAGRANGIAN DUALITY 
It is well known that the direction of steepest ascent of the lagrangian dual 
function is that of the shortest subgradient (see for example Demyanov [5], 
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Wolfe [8], and Bazaraa and Goode [l]). In particular if the lagrangian dual 
function is piecewise-linear then the subgradient set is polyhedral and the 
algorithm of Section 1 could be utilized to find the steepest ascent direction. 
In this section we shall describe in detail how to generate steepest ascent direc- 
tions for large scale linear programs both for the cases of equality and inequality 
coupling constraints. 
Large Scale Linear Programming: Equality Constraints 
Consider the following problem: 
minimize cx 
subject to 
Ax = 6, XEX, 
where X is a compact polyhedral set in E, (of special structure). One approach 
to solving the above problem is to incorporate the coupling constraints Ax = b 
into the objective function via the lagrangian vector u leading to the following 
lagrangian dual problem: 
maximize 0(u) 
where 
0(u) = --ub + minimum{(c + uA) x: x E X}. 
Let 36(u) denote the collection of subgradients of 6’ at u. Then 80(u) is charac- 
terized as follows (see for example Grinold [6]): 
X(U) = {xj: xj is a vertex of Xand 0(u) = --ub + (c + u/l) xi}, 
I as(u) = &y Xj(AXj - b) : xj E X(u), 1 hj = 1, Xj > 0 for eachj . 
J i 
The algorithm of Section 1 could be applied to find the shortest point in &9(u) 
and hence the direction of steepest ascent of 0 at U. Note, however, that ad(~) 
is not explicitly defined in terms of a system of linear equations and inequalities 
but rather in terms of the optimal extreme points of X. To overcome this 
inconvenience we can modify the algorithm so that it works directly with 
adjacent extreme points of X(U). Any vertex 5 of &9(u) can be represented as 
5 = Ax, - b for some xc E X(U). If X~ is a current reference extreme point of 
X(U) and C(x,) is the set of extreme points of X(U) adjacent to xk, then an argu- 
ment like that of Lemma 1 will assure that 
xt = xk + c /-+j - xk) 
31,ECLQ) 
for some nonnegative &‘s. 
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This result implies 
5 = vk + c &(Ax, - vk - b) 
e,dqJ 
where a, = Ax, - b. For a given 5, it follows that 
Thus, if 4, is our current estimate of the shortest element of &9(u), viz is the 
image of our current reference point xk , and &J& - vk) is maintained at 0, 
the condition lk(Axj - b - [,) 3 0 for every xj E C(x,) assures i&(5 - Sk) > 0 
for every vertex 5 of 8(u). It follows that ck(<’ - &J > 0 for every 5’ E 86’(u), 
and & is the shortest element of M(U). Details of a procedure to implement this 
idea are as follows: 
1&aZization step. Let k = 1, let x1 E X(U), and let <, = vi = Ax, - b and 
go to the main step. 
Muin Step. 1. Let C(xk) be the extreme points of X(U) adjacent to xlz and 
xlc+i E C(xk) be determined as follows: 
&&Ix~+~ = minimum{&lx,: xj E C(x,)>. 
Let vlc+i = Ax,,, - b. If 5 kvk+l > Ij & II2 stop; [,< is the shortest point in 8(u). 
Otherwise go to Step 2. 
2. Let lk+i be the shortest convex combination of cl, and vlc+i . Replace k 
by R + 1 and go to Step 1. 
Large Scale Linear Programming: Inequality Constraints 
Now suppose that the coupling constraints are of the inequality type so that 
the primal problem is of the form: 
minimize cx 
subject to 
‘Ax < b, XEX. 




O(U) = --zlb + minimum{(c + uA) x: x E X} + inf{us: s 3 0) 
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Obviously 19(u) = --CO if u 2 0. The collection of subgradients ad(u) at u > 0 
is given by 




I = {j: uj = 01, 
ej is a vector of zeros except for 1 at position j. 
From the above characterization it is obvious that S(U) is not compact. A 
common practice in the literature is to find the shortest point 5 in ad(~) and 
then for each j E I, cj is replaced by the maximum of tj and 0. However, this 
approach does not necessarily lead to the shortest point in &9(u). Figure 2 
presents an example where for I = {I} the shortest subgradient is the zero 
vector but projection yields a nonzero vector. 
FIG. 2. Example of error produced bp projecting 1. 
In this section we shall describe a modification of the main algorithm of 
Section 1 to find the shortest point in L%(U). This is done by only considering 
the compact polyhedral set a&u)‘. The algorithm relies on the following lemma. 
LEMMA 2. The shortest point in 39(u) is the optimal solution of the following 
problem: 
minimize 11 5’ II2 
subject to 
5 E ae+y 
where 
5,’ = 0 q C& t0 and jE1, 
= 5j otherwise. 
Proof. In order to find the shortest point in 30(u) we must solve the following 
problem: 
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minimize 
subject to 
The above problem is equivalent to: 
For a fixed 5 E 30(u)’ the minimum of 11 5 + Cj,, pjej /I2 over pi > 0 for j E 1 
is obtained by letting pj = p: where: 
p; =o if & 30 and jsI, 
=: -& if &<O and jEI. 
Therefore the minimum of 11 5 + CjE, pCLjej II2 over p? > 0 for j E I is equal to 
I/ 5’ II2 and the proof is complete. 
A modification of the main algorithm which minimizes the partial sum of 
squares is stated below. Validation of the method follows closely that of the two 
previous algorithms. 
1~nitiuZization step. Let k = 1, let x1 E X(U), and let <r = vi = Ax, - b, and 
go to the main step. 
Main step. 1. Let C(xk) be the extreme points of X(U) adjacent to xk and 
xliil E C(xk) be determined as follows: 
~$Ax,~+, = minimum{bLAxj: xj E C(x,)}. 
Let z~~+r = Ax,,, - b. If <$J~+, , k k > 5’5 stop; ci is the shortest point in 30(u). 
Otherwise go to Step 2. 




g(4 = II 2’ l12. 
Replace k by k + 1 and repeat Step 1. 
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The problem of minimizing g(A{, + (1 - A) vk+i) over h E [0, l] is not 
straightforward because the set of indices over which the partial sum is executed 
varies with A. We describe below a scheme for determining the optimal A*. 
The scheme stops in at most 71 steps and relies on the fact (proved in Bazaraa and 
Rardin [3]) that g is a convex differentiable function and that Vg(z) = 22’. 
In* particular, g(h& + (1 - A) vk+i) is a convex differentiable function of A 
with a nondecreasing derivative D(X) = 2(&, + (1 - A) I/~+# (& - vk+r). 
(i) If D(0) 3 0 stop; /I* = 0 and t;,,, = vk+r . Otherwise let hmin = 0, 
x max = 1, and j = 0. Go to (ii). 
(ii) Ifj = n go to (v), otherwise replace j byj + 1 and go to (iii). 
(iii) If &kvj,k+l < 0 go to (iv), otherwise go to (ii). 
(iv) Let X = vj,k+l/(vUj,k+l - &). If h 3 A,,, or h < hmin go to (ii). 
Otherwise compute D(h). If D(A) 3 0 replace A,,, by h and if D(h) < 0 replace 
Amin by A. GO to (ii). 
(v) Let Amid = 1/2(&i, + A,,,) and let 
Then A* is given by 
x* = c vLk+l(v~.k+l - 
eP 
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